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Decking/Cladding 

If you are looking for a great range of Decking/Cladding products that are Australian, locally sourced, 
sustainably managed plantation timbers, then look at our wide range of Decking and Cladding products. 
Our range are all quality tested and manufactured precision engineered timber products available in set 
lengths (up to 6m in .300mm increments) finger jointed, pre-coated in Cutek CD50 wood preservative and 
available in the following profiles, sizes and species:

Australian White Cypress Decking/Cladding
Duradeck 85x32mm 
(SWIFTDeck compatible)

Duradeck 85x20mm 
(SWIFTDeck compatible)

Durascreen 90x32mm

Durajoist 90x32mm

Duraclad 77x32mm cover

Duraclad 77x20mm cover

Duraclad 127x20mm cover

Australian Hardwood Decking/Cladding
Sydney Blue Gum (Merbau 
alternative) 85x20mm 
(SWIFTDeck compatible)

Silvertop Ash 85x20mm 
(SWIFTDeck compatible)

Silvertop Decking 135x20mm 
(Spotted Gum Alternative)

Silvertop Cladding 77x20mm 
cover

Timber Pre-Coating service

TES also offers a pre-coated timber service which allows your bulk project quantities of timber to be 
factory coated with one clear coat of Cutek CD50 Wood preservative. This will impart exceptional 
dimensional stability to ensure your timber is preserved and protected onsite and for the long term. Talk 
to TES about the cost effective benefits Cutek can offer over using onsite trades professionals in   your 
Building program today .Cutek CD50 pre-coating applies to most timber species including; Bamboo, 
Spotted Gum, Forrest Reds, Merbau, Silver top, Cypress and many more... - $P.O.A.
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Introducing SWIFTDeck™

The revolutionary SWIFTDeck™ decking system has been developed to make the typical and painful task 
of fixing decking down with traditional pre-drill and fix a thing of the past! Using a simple fix and click in 
method the SWIFTDeck™ system will reduces your time on the job so you can get on to your next.

Because the SWIFTDeck™ decking system comes with its own profiled decking, pre-coated in premium 
Cutek CD50 wood preservative and is finger jointed to set lengths you will see even more reason to use 
this excellent time saving and cost effective system over traditional clip lock or hammer in systems and 
that’s simply because we have done all the hard work for you! 

SWIFTDeck™ uses a variety of local Australian timber species all of which are from sustainably managed 
tree farms, not sensitive rainforest habitat. So you’ll have even more peace of mind knowing you’re 
supporting the Australian timber industry along with helping our environment by using our greatest natural 
renewable resource. 

NOTE: FOR SWIFTDeck™ COMPATBLE PROFILE & TIMBER SPECIES SEE BACKSIDE OF THIS FLYER

Installation Instructions

1. Fix the first board using conventional methods ensuring it is as straight as 
possible (using a stringline) as all other boards will follow this set out.

2. Locate SWIFTDeck™ clip rail hard up against the groove of the first board, 
then fix clip rail to the joist approximately every 150 mm (Nail Gun, screws or 
clouts can be used for this)

3. Place a small bead of flexible exterior glue or silicone on top of the joist and 
snap decking into the clip rail. If a butt join is required simply cut a section of 
the clip rail using a hacksaw or similar and fix it to the other side of the joist. 
(See diagram).

4. Make sure all the perimeter boards are fixed. This can be done best by fitting 
a timber border or by using conventional means.

TIPS:   

•	 Fix one 600mm Clip Rail along each joist, then click in the decking, working one section at a time rather than fixing 
the entire joist layout. We highly recommend you lay SWIFTDeck™ using this method so if there are any variables 
it can be corrected immediately.

•	 If any Joists are twisted place the clip on the high side to ensure a neat fit. TES - 01/11

Cypress Duraclad Cutek New Bronze Tone, Alphington Grammar, Hayball Architects


